We study real time tra c management in the perspective of a four-level model of tra c variations: cells, bursts, sessions, and links. Our interest is focused on the two latter levels: Using virtual channels VCs and virtual paths VPs as the managed entities on the two levels respectively, we put forward a simple and robust strategy for tra c management in real time: All nodes simultaneously monitor o ered tra cs and forward the result to a network management centre NMC; The NMC computes a new set of optimal VPs and compares the result to the existing network; I f a c hange appears pro table, the necessary information is sent back to the nodes and the new design is implemented.
INTRODUCTION 1.Tra c Management
Any telecommunications network is subject to tra c variations, some of which are related to human factors, such as o ce hours, while others are technology dependent, for example compression of video information. It is the task of network operators to cope with these variations and allocate su cient resources according to demands. We refer to this process as tra c management. Tra c management issues have been studied for almost as long as telecommunications have existed. It is well known, for example, that fewer calls are placed in the night than in the day, and that not all users use their equipment simultaneously. These variations have usually been handled by applying the concept of a busy hour for the time of the day, and a Poisson model for non-simultaneous usage. Similarly, the bursty nature of computer communications led to the development of packet switching as a means of better coping with varying activity within an ongoing call.
Current interest in tra c management is motivated by a number of factors: Services with widely di erent tra c characteristics and quality of service demands must be jointly managed in the integrated services digital network ISDN and in the broadband-ISDN B-ISDN; Recent technological achievements a ect network design as advances in optical bre technology means that transmission becoming faster, cheaper and more reliable and switching technology has taken a new course with the introduction of the synchronous digital hierarchy SDH or its equivalent the slotted envelope network SONET; User needs are changing with the continuous deployment of new equipment and new applications at the user's end.
Our view of tra c management follows a l a yered approach as suggested in 19, 20, 34 and others. Table 1 shows a simple, hierarchical view of tra c variations and tra c management in a B-ISDN using the asynchronous transfer mode ATM. Each level de nes a certain cause and associated time frame, and our idea is to apply similarly structured controls, where separate entities are employed to manage the portion of tra c variations that fall within each of the time scales.
The rst level refers to variations in the number of potential users, i.e. the number users in a position where they may use their equipment. Typical factors on this level include weekdays, weekends, o ce hours, luncheon breaks etc., for which a suitable time scale is on the order of hours. Traditionally, level one variations have been met by v ariable routing schemes, e.g. DNHR in the U.S.A., but modern technology such as SDH, SONET and ATM VP-addressing permits what in fact is link redimensioning.
The second level refers to variations in the number of active users, i.e. the numberof potential users actually using their equipment. These variations are typically considered to be random and therefore described by stochastic means, typically call arrivals are assumed to form a Poisson process. A suitable time scale may be on the order of minutes. Variations of this type is preferably met by common statistical multiplexing of sessions combined with over ow arrangements and good routing schemes.
The third level refers to variations in user behaviour, i.e. the numberof active users currently generating information. Such variations typically refer to e.g. alterations between listening and talking voice, screen modi cations versus manual typing data, and completion of video frames image. It is seen that variations on this level, typically on the order of seconds, may display both a deterministic pattern and a random behaviour. Typical management means include statistical multiplexing via bu ers on which o w control is applied. The size of the bu er may depend on application demands such as loss, delay, and jitter, and the ow control, for example window s c hemes and explicit congestion noti cations, is traditionally carried out in software.
The fourth level refers to variations in user delivery, i.e. the number of users currently presenting information to the network. Variations on this level re ect e.g. cell adaptation routines carried out by the ATM adaptation layer AAL which takes place, say, on the order of milliseconds. This level is a particular feature of ATM and hence there is no previous experience to build on. Current management proposals include bu ers combined with numerous versions of policing, spacing, and fast reservation mechanisms. High transmission rates and tra c integrity suggest that control must becarried out in hardware and that only limited bu ering is meaningful.
While most papers on tra c management in B-ISDN deal with bu er problems of ATM, levels three and four in our terminology, our main concern is the two upper levels. Our work is based on virtual paths VPs as the managed entity on level one and virtual channels VCs on level two. In particular, we propose a simple and robust strategy for managing VPs in SDH SONET and or ATM networks in real time. Our strategy consists of on-line measurements of o ered tra cs followed by the design and possible implementation of a new virtual path network, cyclically repeated in a relevant time scale. We also discuss the role of VCs and advanced call routing on the second level.
Virtual Paths and Virtual Networks
A VP is formed by reserving a certain amount of transmission capacity on a series of links and cross connecting the reserved channels through possible, intermediate transit nodes. A network of VPs, a virtual network VN, forms a higher layer which is logically independent of the underlying physical network. It is pointed out that the path concept of SDH SONET, and the path addressing of ATM, both lend themselves well to support VNs.
VNs are designed to handle current tra c demands with an acceptable grade of service, or, if all demands cannot beaccomodated, to maximise some performance metric, e.g. carried tra c pro ts minus running costs. Since allocations depend on available link capacities and currently o ered tra cs, allocations must be re-evaluated in response to changes. We refer to this process as VP management VPM, other names include bandwidth switching 1 , capacity management 13 , bandwidth management 29 , and bandwidth control 42 .
Besides the general appeal of a structured approach to tra c management, some of the motives behind VPs and VNs 2, 11 16, 21, 33, 34, 41, 42 are: Reduced costs resulting from simpli ed transit exchanges; Faster call handling by excluding intermediate node processing at set-up time; Improved tra c management capabilities such as possibilities to redirect tra c in a congested or faulty network; A means for providing customerdedicated, closed VNs. For B-ISDN type networks, we may additionally gain simpli ed statistical multiplexing and grade of service control by grouping services into service classes SCs according to their characteristics, e.g. average rate, peak rate and burst length, and demands, e.g. loss, delay and jitter, and carrying each class on a separate VN.
Referring to the model in table 1, VPM can be regarded as the portion of tra c management that is carried out on level one. The three lower layers are typically assumed to beautomatic and run with a minimum of manual interaction. Our aim is to extend this to the upper level of the model. To a c hieve this, we wish to the devise an algorithm that can design VNs in real time, and a real time VPM strategy with the following properties: 1 Maximisation of carried tra c through e cient capacity redistribution, 2 Minimisation of resources spent on VPM itself, 3 No excessive or unrealistic demands on input data, and 4 Robustness against uncertain predictions of o ered tra cs and their variations.
PRELIMINARIES
We consider networks with N on which VPs, and consequently VNs, can be formed. Each VP has a numberM of VCs associated to it. The numberof VCs depends on the capacity of the VP, the bu er space for statistical multiplexing of cells and bursts, and service requirements such as loss, delay and jitter for the class in question. All requests for which a VC is available are accepted. For the sake of simplicity, we restrict ourselves to one service class and set its mean call holding time to unity. However, the results are readily extended to multi-service networks.
In terms of session requests, each origin-destination pair OD-pair o; d = 1; : : : ; N is o ered a pure chance tra c, expressed in Erlangs, the rate of which which changes every Tth time unit. We denote the tra c o ered between o and d during the kth interval by A k o; d. The sequence of tra cs is limited to k = 1; : : : ; K and cyclically repeated, so that A k o; d i s followed by A k+1 o; d and so on, and A K o; d i s followed by A 1 o; d.
O ered tra cs are not known a priori, the only information available is forecast averages of A k o; d, which are obtained e.g. through long term measurements. For any given OD-pair and time, the tra c actually o ered is assumed to deviate randomly from its forecast value according to a normal distribution. We denote the mean of this distribution by A k o; d and its standard deviation by C V A k o; d where C V is the coe cient of variation.
In terms of the model in table 1, we thus have a Poisson model on level two, with a time scale on the order of 1, and partially known, step wise variations with a time scale of T on level one.
Applying our strategy, all nodes simultaneously monitor o ered tra cs during intervals of t M time units, with new intervals commencing every t U th time unit. Tra c estimates are forwarded to the network management centre NMC together with information on link states up down. Using this information, the NMC then computes an updated VN and analyses the result. If implementing the new design appears pro table, the necessary information is sent back to the nodes and the design is implemented. Transmitting tra c information to the NMC, computing and analysing the design, returning results to the nodes, and implementing the design is assumed to take a total of t E time units.
Implementing new designs may result in that sessions in progress must be moved from one physical path to another, or that VPs no longer can support all sessions in progress. We will not consider the former further here, but the latter calls for some attention. Our policy is to provide two-VP rerouting over the least busy alternative if possible: For each pair of VPs between the nodes in question is the highest utilisation computed after which the pair with the lowest maximum utilisation is chosen. If all paths are blocked, premature clearing is used as a last resort. Rerouting is further combined with limited repacking: At updating intervals are rerouted sessions moved back to direct routes if possible, but without optimisation.
While it is clear that frequent rearrangements of VPs will give faster responses to changes in o ered tra cs, and hence increase the tra c carrying ability of a network, it is also clear that the more frequent the updating, the more resources are spent on transmitting and processing management information, and on computing and implementing redesigns. Hence, optimal VPM is a balance between maximising the carried tra c and minimising the resources spent on management.
To compare the two, we have chosen the following costs: In between two redesigns, a penalty of C L is earned for every call attempt lost. At the point of a possible redesign is a xed penalty of C T assigned for transmitting data to the NMC, computing and analysing the design. Further, if the design is implemented, a xed cost of C I is paid for the implementation itself, and a variable cost for processing sessions in progress: C P for every call not routed on its direct path, C R for every call that cannot becarried on its direct path, and C C for every call that cannot becarried at all.
Throughout this paper, we have used a set of test networks and a simulator which implements the above strategy. The set of test networks comprises eight di erent p h ysical networks, each of N = 20 nodes and each for which a series of K = 8 distinct sets of o ered tra cs was provided. For details on network topologies, transmission capacities and o ered tra cs, refer to appendix A. Moreover, we h a ve set the tra c interval length T = 3 0 and chosen the following costs: C L = 1 , C T = 10, C I = 100, C P = 0 :5, C R = 0 :5, C C = 10. Numerical values obtained below are to some extent dependent on our particular choices.
The remainder of this paper is divided in two major parts: Algorithms for VN design and strategies for real time management respectively. Focusing on algorithms, we begin by giving a brief survey of algorithms proposed in the literature. Finding shortcomings in all of these, we then give an algorithm of our own that combines speed and simplicity with accuracy and exibility. Turning our attention to strategies, we rst evaluate some simple techniques to estimate o ered tra cs, after which the the optimal observation interval is derived. Next we study criteria for the pro tability of implementing a particular VN design and derive the optimal updating interval. Applying the complete strategy, we then examine the performance of our strategy when actual tra cs vary randomly around predicted values and compare the results to alternative methods by which level one variations can be met. Lastly we give some experimental results to highlight the boundary between level one and two in the model of Most algorithms handle bursty services by explicitly or implicitly presuming a linear relationship between the capacity of a VP and its call carrying capability linear equivalent bandwidth. In general, this is not true, although, for certain sources and a large numberof simultaneous connections, it may bea good approximation.
Most algorithms explicitly or implicitly presume the existence of prede ned paths or sets of paths for all VPs. Deciding on paths in advance may be complicated and imposes unnecessary restrictions to the optimisation problem. Moreover, very large data bases are required to beprepared for various situations of outages and unbalanced loads. Some algorithms produce real valued solutions which are not immediately useful in SDH SONET-networks.
In earlier works, we proposed an algorithm that does not require linear equivalent bandwidth nor prede ned paths, that produces integer valued solutions and for which the optimisation function can be chosen arbitrarily. We will now outline a new version which is considerably faster our networks below are typically handled on the order of seconds on a Sun work station SPARC ELC, i.e. approximately ten times faster and in most cases produces more e cient designs comparing the two for our networks below, the new algorithm gives smaller loss and higher utilisation in more than 9 cases out of 10, and comes within a fraction of a percent in the others.
Similar to the older version, the algorithm is a heuristic hence there is no guarantee that the nal solution is a global optimum. On the other hand, the optimum guaranteed by some of the algorithms above need not be a truly global one since it is restricted by a xed set of paths. The importance of such restrictions is hard to estimate, but it is known that unrestricted, dynamic path selection is vital to network performance for dynamic call routing 25 , i.e. on level two of our model.
Our Algorithm
Letting s = 1; : : : ; S denote an arbitrary SC and o = 1; : : : ; N d = 1; : : : ; N an arbitrary node of origin destination, the main steps of the algorithm can bedescribed as follows: kb s channels, for SDH SONET the capacity of the smallest virtual container used, and for pure ATM a rate in cells second large enough to carry a call of any SC. Available capacity is successively distributed among VPs in the order of need and so that a minimum amount of capacity is used in each step. In case of overallocation is capacity removed so that con icts can be resolved at a minimum overall loss. The algorithm terminates when for every VP either i a nal, predetermined, desirable loss level has been reached or ii no more capacity is available to VPs which still su er from high losses.
The tables in step 1 give, for each SC respectively, the number of simultaneous connections that can be supported by i, i = 1; 2; : : : , units of capacity, i.e. the equivalent numberofchannels. The tables are computed from tra c characteristics, grade of service demands, bu er space and acceptable loss, see earlier works and e.g. 28, 32, 40 .
Our initial loss level in step 3 is set to 99. It is then successively reduced in step 5c by dividing by 1.1 until at 5b the ultimately acceptable level of 0.05 is reached. where T 0 n is the total, remaining numberof capacity units required by tra cs originating from n to ful ll our ultimately acceptable blocking level, is a very small number we have used = 10 ,9 , and C 0 o;d denotes the remaining, not yet assigned capacity on link o; d. Finally, realising that equation 1 may favour series of very high capacity links to direct ones of lower capacity, paths are attened" to remove such anomalies.
Tra c selection in step 5 aims at keeping variations in grade of service between ODpairs to a minimum. Noting that this can reduce the total tra c carried by the network, we give slightly preferential treatment to tra cs carried on shorter paths by relating the current loss to the requested capacity and obtain a modi ed loss ms;o;d As; o; d on which the need for further capacity is assessed Our method aims at distributing the available capacity among tra cs and OD-pairs in a fair way, yet so that the total carried tra c is maximised. Unlike methods based on mathematical programming, our algorithm will remain stable and converge at the same speed for a wide range of non-linearities and discontinuities and irrespective of the ways in which routes for VPs are chosen.
These properties allow us to modify distances and gains in order to include e.g. di erences in revenues related to OD-pairs, SCs, and allocated resources. For example, callers may becharged according to the distance from origin to destination and the time of the day. Similarly, the cost for the capacity carrying the call may depend on a complicated tari structure set by an external provider of transmission facilities, in particular for longdistance and international connections. We m a y also impose biased selection of routes, a limitation to the numberof distinct physical routes, and predetermined routes.
Numerical Results
To investigate the power of the proposed algorithm A, it was applied to our set of test networks. To enable simple comparisons to the comparable algorithm B of 26, 27 , the number of SCs was set to one. Results on two SCs, voice and frame relaying, are found in earlier works. The prede ned paths required by B were taken as the four most used ones found by A.
Results are summarised in table 2. Network loss gives is the loss averaged over the entire networks; for each algorithm we give a verage loss, the number of times it scored the best, and, for these occasions the absolute values of the maximum and expectation of the di erences noted. OD-pair loss is the loss averaged over the OD-pairs; for each algorithm we give the expected loss, the times it scored the best, and the standard deviation of the loss. Utilisation records the carried tra c per allocated unit of capacity; we give expected utilisations and the number of times each algorithm scored the best. Finally, the usage factor is the number of OD-pairs served per physical unit of capacity under di erent tra c conditions; we give the expectation for each algorithm and, noting that a low numbermeans less switching, the numberof times it scored the best.
We note that, for the networks and tra c patterns considered, our algorithm will in most cases give a lower overall loss and that, if this is not the case, the di erence to the other algorithm will be small. Turing our attention to performance per OD-pair, our algorithm signi cantly outperforms the other one in that it for all cases not only produces a lower loss but also distributes losses more evenly. Finally, the table suggests that this is achieved without sacri cing network utilisation, for which a small but distinct increase is achieved, and without increasing switching, for which a small but distinct reduction is recorded.
APPLICATION STRATEGY 4.1. Tra c Observation
The rst step in our strategy consists of nodes observing o ered tra cs and reporting results to the NMC. We therefore need a method according to which tra cs are observed and a w ay to compute t M , the time during which observations takes place.
Method
For our purpose, only short term, on-line measurements, possibly combined with short term forecasts, are relevant. We h a ve c hosen two basic approaches, arrival counting AC and carried tra c measurements CT.
We rst consider AC, which means counting the number of call attempts received during an observation interval of length t, Nt, from which an estimateÂ of the o ered tra c A is obtained asÂ = Nt=t. The analysis is straightforward and we nd EfÂg Comparing AC to CT, it is noted that the latter provide better accuracy if 8 6, i.e. if t 1:5936.
For a loss 0, however, CT fails as backward Erlang will introduce a positive bias toÂ. In short, this is because of the non-linearity of the Erlang loss function. In conclusion, CT cannot be used for real-time estimation of o ered tra cs, and AC i s chosen as our estimation method. AC also has the advantage of ease of implementation: Counting the number of arriving service requests is straightforward, and is actually already implemented in many switching systems, e.g. as a part of the overload control of the system itself.
Observation Interval
We now turn to the problem of selecting a proper observation interval t = t M for AC. On one hand, equation 6 shows that the variance of the estimate becomes smaller the longer the observation interval. On the other hand, we consider tra c processes the rate of which varies with time, and the longer the interval, the more old, possibly invalid, information will be contained in the estimate. In other words, the optimal observation interval is a balance between low variance large t, and exclusion of invalid information small t.
Consider t E = 0, 3, and 6 respectively. Figure 2 shows network loss versus t M =t opt M as observed in our simulator, with di erent values of t E indicated by solid lines. Dotted and dashed lines indicate upper and lower bounds respectively: The former refers to a xed network which is permanently dimensioned for average tra cs throughout all k, and the latter to deterministic, ideal" management were exact information about all tra cs is available in advance, and the network is updated exactly when tra cs change.
The gure con rms the optimum and we observe a n o verall insensitivity t o t opt M : Setting t M to t opt M =2 or 2t opt M has very little impact on the loss. This means that 14 provides a robust estimate in the sense that even poorforecasts of A k o; d will yield a t opt M that performs close to optimal.
The gure also shows that for t E = 0, performance is slightly improved if t opt M is reduced. This is explained by additional gain from exploitation of level 2 variations, the stochastic nature of which demands quick responses, i.e. short observation intervals and short execution times. We also note the signi cant increase in loss caused by longer execution times. This leads to the conclusion that, because of tra c dynamics, a fast algorithm may be preferred to a slower one even if the latter is known to produce slightly better network designs.
Network Updating
Upon receiving the completed tra c estimates, the NMC computes a VN design, in our case by means of the algorithm in section 3.2, after which it must decide whether to implement the result or not. Basing this decision on a comparison of costs, we need to evaluate the expected costs for implementing the new design and for keeping the old one. We also need to determine the interval t U at which the cycle of measurements and possible updating should berepeated.
Evaluation
Updating a network means, on one hand, that we can expect higher revenues as resources are reallocated according to current demands. On the other hand, however, updating means costs, for example related to connecting, disconnecting and redirecting VPs and VCs. Clearly, updating should be made only when increasing revenues will exceed the costs. As costs are paid when an update is made but increasing revenues follow later, a decision on whether to implement a design or not must bebased on predictions.
Consider a network with channel allocations mo; d, which are based on tra c estimates Ao; d, and suppose that a new design m o; d, which is based on the most recent tra c estimates A o; d, is considered for implementation. Denoting the costs for implementing the new design by C and the expected increase in revenues by G, our decision criterion becomes: Implement the design if G C ".
The costs C of implementing the design, consists of a xed cost C I for the implementation itself, and a variable cost depending on the state of the network. The latter is composed from costs for packing, rerouting and clearing, which amount to C P , C R , and C C respectively pertransaction. The numberof transactions can beworked out exactly by performing an imaginary update. The total cost can thus beexpressed as C = C I + The gain G from implementing the design is the additional tra c carried in the future if the design is implemented, but that otherwise would have been rejected. We assume that such a gain can only be achieved if the new design is based changes that refer to changing arrival rates, which we expect to where denotes the distribution function for the standard normal distribution, and we have used a t wo-sided test. A pessimistic estimation of the life time , suggests that designs will change at every opportunity, i.e. = t U , while a more optimistic one assumes that designs will remain intact throughout a tra c period, i.e. = T. To a void excessive updating and ensure the pro tability of a redesign, we have taken a conservative approach and set = t U .
The left diagram in gure 3 shows network cost versus = t U as observed in our simulator, with di erent values of t E , and upper and lower bounds as in section 4.1.2. The results con rm our conservative estimate of the life time of a network update, as we observe that network costs appear to bethe smallest for = t U = 1 2, and successively increasing, the longer a redesign is assumed to last.
The diagram to the right shows in the same way the longer a design is assumed to last, the lower the loss. This is a consequence of the fact that the longer the assumed duration , the more updates will be considered pro table and implemented, the more trimmed will the network be and, hence, the less calls will be lost. However, the diagram to the left says that reducing loss to the extent below what is achieved for = t U is not pro table.
Interval
Selecting the proper interval t U between two attempts to update a network, is again a question minimising costs: The more immediate the response to changing demands, the more resources must be spent on management, but the less tra c will be lost. We de ne the optimum updating interval as the one for which the expected, total costs takes its where C k t U , the costs paid during period k with an updating interval of t U , is a sum of management costs and costs for lost tra c. As for management, results on tra c measurements are transmitted to the NMC which computes a new design and analyses it. This process is repeated at intervals of t U at a cost of C T each time.
Proceeding to losses, costs are associated to delaying a network update. For each tra c period k, the rst tra c estimate A o; d that contains information about the new tra c will, on the average, be completed after t U =2 time units, after which computation, evaluation and possible implementation will take another t E time units. We call this time the initial updating delay. If a redesign is not made at this point, an additional updating delay, a m ultiple of updating intervals t U , will be added until a proper redesign is implemented. We denote the average number of such attempts by H = H k t U . To simplify the analysis, we assume ideal multiplexing such that changing tra cs from A k,1 to A k will result in zero loss on VPs for which A k A k,1 , while VPs for which A k A k,1 will loose all additional tra c.
Summing up, we can expect the following costs over a tra c period k of length T where the rst term refer to processing, the second one to tra c lost during the initial delay, and the third one to tra c lost during the additional delay.
To nd H k t U , consider the probability h k t U that the rst tra c estimate containing information about a new tra c k will lead to a network redesign. According to section 4.2.1, a redesign will take place only if the cost C is less than the expected gain G, and we may write
where c k and g k is the cost and gain respectively, as predicted by the rst sample containing k-tra c after a change. Starting with the cost c k , w e simplify 15 by not going into details with the processing of individual calls, which w ould require approximations of computed designs and network states at updating instants, and only consider the cost for implementing the design, hence c k is xed and we get c k C I We m a y n o w obtain h k t U b y subtracting the cost 26 from the gain 27 and convert the result into a standard normal distribution:
As for samples following the rst one, these will contain successively more and more information about the new k-tra c, hence if an update is rejected the rst time, it will have a greater chance of being implemented the second time and so on. However, we assume that this case is so infrequent that the probability of implementing a new design always is h k t U , i.e. independent of the number of previously failed attempts, and nally obtain
Inserting 24 35 in 23, we obtain an expression which is preferably solved by interval minimisation, suitable limits are e.g. 0 and t M .
For our series of networks, we typically obtain t opt U 1:5, 1.3, and 1.1 for t E = 0, 3, and 6 respectively. Of the proposed updates, typically about 25 are found pro table, a numberwhich corresponds to the numberof updating instants it takes until a change in o ered tra cs has fully penetrated the tra c estimates.
The diagram to the left in gure 4 shows network cost versus t U =t opt U as observed in our simulator, with di erent values of t E , and upper and lower bounds as before. Similar to what was observed for measurements, the gure con rms the optimum and shows that it is at: Setting t U to t opt U =2 o r 2t opt U only marginally increases the cost. A similar looking diagram to the right in gure 4 shows network loss versus the relative updating interval. We observe, as expected, that neither increasing nor decreasing the updating interval from the optimal value will reduce loss, as both means postponing network updating longer than necessary: Too long intervals will increase the initial delay while too short intervals will increase the additional delay.
Performance
In deriving our strategy we have assumed that, for each period k of length T, o ered tra cs A k o; d remain constant, are known in advance, and that changes take place instantaneously. Clearly, if this was true, there would beno better strategy than deterministic rearrangements, our lower bound in the gures above. However, for any realistic network, tra cs change gradually and in a somewhat irregular way, and there will always bea di erence between forecast and actual tra cs. It is these di erences that motivate our strategy of dynamic rearrangements.
To quantify the di erences between predicted and actual values of T and A k o; d, we assume that the latter, denoted byT andÃ k o; d respectively, deviate randomly from the predicted values according to independent, normal distributions and vary the expectation of this deviation:
where C V , the coe cient of variation, speci es the degree of uncertainty. Moreover, to further resemble real networks, we let actual tra cs change gradually during 10 time units of each i n terval subject to the same random variations. Figure 5 gives an idea of resulting di erences over one cycle k = 1; : : : ; K between predicted tra c pro les dotted lines and some actual realisations solid lines for C V = 0 :05 left and C V = 0 :20 right.
The same networks and tra c pro les as above were simulated for di erent values of C V , while VP management parameters t M and t U consistently were set according to sections 4.1.2 and 4.2.2, using the predicted tra c pro les given by the expected values of T and A k o; d. The results are shown in gure 6 in terms of network cost left and lost calls right respectively. Again, solid lines refer to di erent v alues of t E , dotted lines indicate no updating, and dashed lines indicate deterministic updating.
It is noted that very small deviations from forecasts have none or only a small impact on performance in terms of costs and loss. For larger variations, however, performance slowly begins to deteriorate, and we note that our strategy does better in counteracting this than deterministic updating based on averages. The degree of uncertainty at which this happens depends basically on t E and on our particular choice of costs: Lesser deviations would berequired if management costs were lower would and vice versa.
In general, we also note a considerable adaptivity of our strategy: In fact, for reasonably short execution times, our strategy appears to fully compensate for deviations from forecasts of up to 10. We also observe that for variations of about 20 or more, deterministic updating performs worse than no updating at all.
Another advantage of our strategy as compared to deterministic updating refers to handling focused overloads, link breakdowns and other unsystematic tra cs deviations. For this type of events, our strategy provides a considerable degree of exibility in that tra cs are actually measured and paths are chosen freely.
Alternatives
We will now compare our VPM strategy to two alternative w ays of solving the problem of long term tra c variations of which only limited information is available. The rst of these aims at increasing transmission capacities the idea being that the need for level one management can be eliminated by supplying more capacity, and the second one aims at solving the problems on level two the idea being that slow tra c variations can be handled at level two b y deploying advanced over ow routing schemes for individual calls.
Increasing Network Capacity
The rst alternative is illustrated in the diagram to the left in gure 7. The curve shows the average number of OD-pairs serviced per unit of capacity for various values of C V . This numbergives an idea of the additional capacity required to maintain service under tra c variations without VPM: about 50 for C V = 0 :01 and up to 150 for C V = 0 :20. It is concluded that considerable amounts of transmission capacity can be saved by VPM, and, moreover, even with overprovisioning, VPM will still berequired for situations like faulty links or nodes. The gure is obtained analytically for the current series of networks by averaging designs for 50 realisations of each tra c pattern and each network. 
Advanced Call Routing
The diagram to the right illustrates the performance of the second alternative. The costs displayed refer to networks in which over ow routing, more speci cally dynamic alternative routing DAR with optimal trunk reservation 24 , is employed. The curves are essentially the same as in gure 6, the only di erence being that costs are generally reduced by the over ow facilities. The gure leads to two major conclusions: Firstly, path rearrangements adds e ciency also to a network in which alternative routing is used, as was also shown in 27 , and, secondly, the dynamics of our real time strategy adds e ciency also on a network with path rearrangements and alternative routing.
In DAR, calls are primarily routed on the direct path and secondarily over a tandem node n. Should the secondary choice fail is the call lost and a new n for future over ows is selected. In our implementation, n is selected at random with equal probabilities for all nodes.
Trunk reservation levels are selected for each path of a particular design by optimising the pro t earned perpath, 1 for all direct calls carried and 1 2 for two-hop calls. In our implementation, direct tra cs are assumed equal to the most recent estimates. Over ow tra cs are approximated by computing lost tra cs per OD-pair under the assumption of no other existing alternatives but the direct one, summing up the over ows at both ends of the path, and assuming the character or the merged stream to bePoisson. Taking into account that we have ignored both the peaked character of the over ow tra c which would increase loss and the fact that over ows are spread out over several links which w ould decrease loss, we believe that the nal result is su ciently accurate for our purpose. 
Applicability
We have studied tra c variations which on the two upper levels of table 1 can be modelled as a Poisson process session level of variable rate link level. Naturally, a clear distinction between levels cannot bemade in a real network, where tra cs appear to vary constantly. Applying our control strategy, one is therefore faced with the problem of identifying a suitable time scale T of rate variations on the link level, the length of a stable" period. We will consider two aspects of this with reference to our strategy, viz. the extent to which rate variations are noticeable in practice, and hence worth attempting to control, and the extent to which such control is feasible with respect to the time required to produce tra c estimates t M and the design turn-around time t E . Figure 8 attempts to illustrate the degree to which rate variations can bedetected in network performance. The gure refers to networks with xed VP-assignments based on average tra cs, the diagrams to the left and right refer to networks with and without over ow facilities respectively. Solid lines show network loss versus the time scale of the variations, dotted lines indicate lower and upper bounds: T = 0 average applies at any time and T = 1 average applies only over an in nitely long period. It is seen that the longer the time scale over which the average applies, the worse does a network permanently set to average tra cs perform. In particular, we observe that not even rate variations which occur on a time scale faster than a call holding time are fast enough to be perceived as average by the network, a fact which is not a ected by employing over ow facilities. It is concluded that tuning networks on a link level in accordance with rate variations is potentially pro table even for very fast variations. As for restrictions imposed by the tra c observation time t M , it follows from equation 13 that the smaller T, the shorter the observation interval t M and, according to 6, the less accurate will the estimates be. The solid line in gure 9 shows the average relative error of the tra c estimates used in our strategy versus the stable period T, and for comparison we give the same quantity with the estimate replaced by a precomputed average dotted line. The gure refers to t E = 0, similar curves are obtained for other values of t E . It is seen that for small T, we can expect precomputed averages over all tra c periods k = 1 ; : : : ; K to be more accurate than on-line estimates. For our case, the point at which estimating tra c becomes meaningful occurs at T 2. In general, it is concluded that our strategy will perform better for longer T, and that T must beonthe order of at least a couple of call holding times before our strategy can beapplied at all.
Proceeding to the design turn-around time t E , it is clear that updating is meaningful only for variations which are slower than the time required to detect them and make the appropriate adjustments. Figure 10 shows the impact of the relative network updating time t E =T solid lines to network cost left and call loss right with bounds dotted and dashed lines referring to no updating and ideal updating respectively. The curves are obtained for T = 30, similar curves are obtained for other values of T. We note that both cost and loss increase linearly with t E , and that xed, average dimensioning performs better than dynamic reallocation when t E =T 0:35. It is concluded that our strategy performs better, the faster new designs can beimplemented, and that it is restricted to variations which are on the order of four times slower than the turn-around time.
Summing up, tuning networks on a link level in accordance with rate variations, as is the aim of our strategy, is potentially pro table even for very fast variations. However, restrictions are imposed by the on-line estimates used in our strategy, which require that T must be the order of a couple of call holding times, and the delay in implementing designs, which means that T must bea couple of turn-around times. The exact limits of our strategy, i.e. the boundary between the link level and the session level, depends on the speci c networks, tra cs, relationship between costs for lost calls and management costs etc.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
We have discussed and classi ed tra c variations in B-ISDNs in terms of their causes and management means. Proposing a hierarchical model were each l a yer de nes a certain time frame, we have concentrated on the two uppermost layers: The link layer with a time frame of several call holding times and the session layer with a time frame of about a call holding time.
Assuming that tra c variations are partially predictable on a link level e.g. from one hour to the next but random on a session level e.g. from one minute to the next, we h a ve devised a tra c management strategy based on a repeated cycle of tra c measurements and network design updates. Methods and parameters for on-line tra c measurements were discussed and optimised, algorithms for network design were discussed and a new fast and simple one was put forward, a network update pro tability criterion was formulated and the optimal updating frequency was derived.
Applying our strategy to a series of test networks in a simulator, we have shown that our strategy successfully manages network resources even when predicted and actual trafcs di er considerably. In particular, we noted that xed management based solely on predictions is outperformed even for rather small deviations from expected averages, typically 5 is enough. Moreover, it was seen that our strategy saves considerable amounts of transmission capacity and that it does not replace nor can it be replaced by session level management such as over ow rerouting. Finally, investigating the range of variations to which our strategy can beapplied, we saw that even very fast variations are potentially pro table. However, the times required for tra c estimation and design implementation de ne a lower bound below which session management is superior: Typically, tra c estimation puts a l o wer limit of stable periods amounting to a few call holding times while the limit imposed by the implementation time amounts to a couple of design turn-around times.
Further work includes, but is not limited to, local strategies for VPM were no central NMC is involved, re ning tra c measurement methods and network design algorithms, and preparing up to date, detailed examples of multi service networks, for example one service class perAAL type, preferably down to the burst level.
A. NETWORKS AND SIMULATIONS
To study the e ciency of our algorithm and our strategy, a series of sample networks and tra c patterns were needed. We employed a computer programme to generate 8 distinct networks of 20 nodes, about 50 links, and a total transmission capacity of around 7,500 units of capacity 75,000 channels. For each network, 8 di erent busy hour patterns were generated, each amounting to approximately 30,000 Erlangs. The programme works as follows:
1. Initialise random numbergeneration.
a Read a numberused to preset the pseudo random numberused when creating network topology, routing pattern, transmission capacities and basic tra c pattern. b Read a numberused to preset the pseudo random numberused when creating the speci c tra c pattern.
Network topology:
a Nodes: Place n = 1; : : : ; N nodes over a surface of size X Y at randomly chosen coordinates x n 2 Rect0; X and y n 2 Rect0; Y . link have been added, where is a mesh factor", we used = 0 :5. d Protection links: Add links to provide protection against one node and its associated links being down by removing one node n = 1 ; : : : ; N at a time and checking for full connectivity among the remaining nodes. If islands" occur, identify the members of these and add one link between the two nodes that are the closest to each other yet members of di erent islands.
Routing pattern:
a Compute the shortest paths between all OD-pairs o; d in terms of numberof links traversed. For two paths of equal length, let shortest one be the one having the smallest euclidean length.
Transmission capacities:
a Initially de ne the capacities of all links to be zero. b For each OD-pair o; d, de ne a capacity of 1,. . . ,36 units at random with equal probability for each v alue. Add this value to the capacities of all links belonging to the shortest path of the OD-pair.
Basic tra cs:
a For each OD-pair o; d, assign an o ered tra c such the expected loss will be exactly 1 given the transmission capacity associated to the OD-pair.
6. Speci c tra cs:
a Nodes: Place a busy hour centre over the de ned area at randomly chosen coordinates x h 2 Rect0; X and y h 2 Rect0; Y . | One node is a busy node and one is not: Scale the assigned tra c randomly by multiplying by a factor 2 Rect0:9; 1:1.
| None of the nodes are busy nodes: Scale the assigned tra c randomly by multiplying by a factor 2 Rect0:7; 0:9.
An example of a network and a tra c pattern is given below: Figure 11 shows the topology, table 3 gives transmission capacities and table 4 a tra c pattern. Transmission capacities are given in units of 10 channels and o ered tra cs in Erlangs. The busy nodes of tra c pattern are indicated by darker circles in gure 11.
In our simulations, we simulate all 8 networks, each subject to its own series of tra c patterns, and average over the networks. Per network, each point in gures 2 and 4 represents approximately 15 million connections and about 30 million connections in gure 6. To speed up simulations we assumed negative exponential call holding times. 
